We show that a bounded linear operator on a dual Banach space X may be perturbed by a compact operator of arbitrarily small norm to yield an operator which attains its numerical radius provided the weak star and norm topologies coincide on the unit sphere of X.
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Let X be a Banach space, X* its dual space and L(X) the algebra of bounded linear operators on X. Let n(X, X*) = {(*, *•) 6 X x X*;x*(x) = \\x\\ = \\x*\\ = 1}, n(X*, X) = {(**, x) G X* x X;x*(x) = ||x|| = ||i'|| = 1}. Say a Banach space X has property (P) if every T G L(X) may be perturbed by a compact operator of arbitrarily small norm to obtain an operator in NRA(X) in L(X).
Define the numerical radius of T G L(X) by
In [2] , Berg and Sims proved that uniformly convex Banach spaces have property (P) and asked how far this result may be extended. In [1] , Acosta and Paya proved that every reflexive Banach space has property (P). Recall that a dual Banach space X has property (**) if it satisfies: whenever (x a ) is a net in X, x a converges to x in the weak topology and ||z a || converges to ||x||, then x a converges to x in norm. We show that every dual Banach space with property (**) has property { 32 J-P. Wang and X.T. Yu [2] THEOREM . For X a dual Ba.na.ch space with property (**), given T € L(X) and e > 0, there exists a compact operator C with \\C\\ < e such that T + C belongs to NRA{X).
PROOF: Assume X = Y*. For e > 0, define a n = e/8 n and b n = e/2 n . Given an arbitrary T G L(Y*), we shall construct an operator T^ € B(Y*) such that To, € NRA(Y*), To, -T is compact and ||Teo -T\\ < e. This will complete our proof.
For this purpose, we need
LEMMA. There exist (T n )™ =1 in L{Y*) with T x = T, {y^,y n ) G TT(Y*, Y) such that
W l(r n y;)(y»)| > u(T n ) -o , , , n = 1, 2, ...
(ii) | | TW -T n _i || < 6 n _i and T n -T n _i is a rank one operator, n = 2, . . .
f c , where A; = min(n, m), n, m = 1, 2, . . . .
We first show how the proof of the theorem can be completed by using the above lemma.
Since £ HTn-Tn-jll ^ £ 6 n _j = e, T n converges to T^ £ £ ( y ) in norm n=2 n=2
and 11Too -T|| = ||Too -Ti|| < 53 ll T n -Tn-iH < e -Moreover T^ -T is compact as
n=2
T n -Ti is of finite rank for every n. Now it remains to show Too € NRA(Y*).
Since Y has property (**), Y has the Radon-Nikodym property by [6] , which implies that Y is weak sequentially compact and l\*f+Y (see [4] ). So we may assume that j / * converges weakly* to y* in Y* and y n converges weakly to y** in Y**. Since ||y"|| ^ hm||y n || = 1 and ||j,'|| < Km||y*|| = 1, ||y*|| = ||y"|| = 1, and (y% Ay") e *{V, y ) , where A = y»(y*).
It now follows that y* converges weakly* to y* and ||y*J| = |y*|| = 1, so y* converges to y* in norm by the property (**) of Y. Now v{Too) -hmi/(T n ) because T n converges to T in norm and again T 3 -T 2 is of rank one,
we may construct (T n ) and (y^, y n ) 6 7r(y*, ^) with CLAIM. (T n ) and (y*, y n ) satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii) of the lemma. In fact, (1) and (2) imply (ii) and (4) 
COROLLARY 2 . T-i(H), the trace class on a Hilbert space H with the trace norm, has property (P) and NRA{1\{H)) is norm dense in L(Ti(H)).
PROOF: (H) has property (**) [5] . D REMARK. Paya has given two examples of Banach spaces for which the numerical radius attaining operator is not dense.
